
East of England 

Entrepreneurs' Breakfast
Thursday 18th April 2023

Event details:

Thursday 18th April 2024  07.30-08.00 arrival for 08:30 start 

Duxford Lodge, Ickleton Road, Duxford, Cambridgeshire CB22 4RD

RSVP to Sarah Hamilton

E : sarah.hamilton@peoplepuzzles.com

T: 07534 009176

Has the economy turned a corner? Find out for

yourself with Bank of England agent Keiran Dent

2023 was a challenging year for many businesses, with high 

energy costs, inflation and other commercial pressures causing 

uncertainty in the market that led to the economy tipping over 

into a mild depression by the year end.

However, economic forecasters are predicting that these 

pressures are reducing, and that the economy has turned a corner 

with growth ahead. With talk of the Bank of England reducing 

interest rates in the coming months, more green shoots are 

emerging. 

Hear for yourself what the economic outlook for 2024 is for 

business in the Eastern region at our exclusive Entrepreneurs’ 

Breakfast event with key speaker Keiran Dent, Bank of England 

Agent.

Members of Liberti organisations will be on hand to discuss any 

business issues you may want advice on. Coffee and breakfast 

pastries provided.

Entrepreneurs’ Breakfast — in partnership with 

Vistage, Spider Recruitment, The CFO Centre, People 

Puzzles, Freeman Clarke, The Marketing Centre, 

YRH Finance Team and Kiss the Fish.

As part of our commitment to supporting and connecting 

entrepreneurs, growth companies and family businesses, we would 

like to invite you to our exclusive East of England Entrepreneurs’ 

Breakfast, to be held on 18th April 2024 where our guest speaker is 

Keiran Dent, an agent with the Bank of England. 

The Entrepreneurs’ Breakfast is an exclusive, relaxed and 

informal event for 30-40 business leaders. Aimed at ambitious 

business owners and business leaders, with the aim of networking 

with like minded people and sharing experiences and challenges.
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